HANDOUT 3

Controlled Burning: Principles & Techniques
(Rich Fairbanks3@gmail.com)

Natural Resource Websites


Look up the soil on your own property. Learn the chemistry, physical properties, tree growing capability of your soils.


Everything about the conifers on your land.


Everything about your hardwoods.

http://www.feis-crs.org/beta/

Fire Effects Information System, everything you wanted to know about fire effects, by species.

http://www.nifc.gov/wfstar/library_casestudies.html

Training videos for wildfire.

http://www.forestry-suppliers.com/

They have everything for forestry.

http://www.terratech.net/pilot.asp?

Eugene based forestry equipment. They have slash paper.

http://www.benmeadows.com/forestry-supplies-and-equipment-36809861/?cid=RX0330&ef_id=VDNKZQAAALq3yhhi%3a20141010055116%3as

They have everything, too.

http://www.baileysonline.com/

Lots of saw stuff, everything for the woodcutter.